LACLEDE
"PL" PASSENGER LINK CHAINS

Laclede "PL" series chains are made to current NACM specifications and are recommended for use on class "S" vehicles, as well as vehicles with ABS. All steel construction and case hardened cross chains provide excellent durability.

LACLEDE
REINFORCED TRUCK CHAINS

Laclede’s Reinforced V-bar Truck Chains provide an excellent choice for off-road conditions. The reinforced cross members provide superior traction in mud, deep snow and ice. Laclede’s reinforced truck chains are made to current NACM specs and are available in Singles, Wide Base, and Dual Triples.

LACLEDE
TRACTOR / SPECIAL USE CHAINS

Grader & Equipment Chains...
Snow Blower Chains...
ATV Chains...
Duo-Grip Tractor Chains and More.

Consult your vehicle owner's manual for restrictions or recommendations on the use of traction devices. Obtain your vehicle’s tire size from the sidewall of the tire. Note: Tire chain fit charts are guides only. Actual fitments can vary due to dimensional variances in tire manufacturing. All tire chains should be pre-fit prior to use. Tire chains are not recommended for use on tires with an aspect ration of 50 or less due to potential wheel damage.

TIRE CHAIN ADJUSTERS

Designed for use where tire chain clearance space is minimal. These adjusters help keep tire chains tight at low speeds before centrifugal force takes over.

- 0214 Passenger Rubber Adjusters (Pair)
- 0225 Light Truck Rubber Adjusters (Pair)
- 0229 Heavy Truck Rubber Adjusters (Pair)
- 6302 Passenger Spring Adjusters (Pair)
- 6303 Heavy Truck Spring Adjusters (Pair)
- 6304 Tractor/Grader Spring Adjusters (Pair)

TIRE CHAIN SERVICE TOOLS

- 7301 7 Inch Passenger Tool
  Designed for car and light truck chains.
- 7302 33.5 Inch Truck Tool
  Professional tool designed for fleet and Heavy-Duty use. Steel handles with heat treated alloy steel jaws.
- 7303 Light Truck Tool

REPLACEMENT CROSS CHAINS

Lug reinforced cross chains packaged 10/box and side chain by the reel.

SPECIALTY HOOKS, LINKS AND OTHER CHAIN ACCESSORIES ARE AVAILABLE. - CALL R.H. SCALES COMPANY TODAY!